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Abstract. A Web API (WAPI) is a type of API whose interaction with
its consumers is done through the Internet. While being accessed through
the Internet can be challenging, mostly when WAPIs evolve, it gives
providers the possibility to monitor their usage. Currently, WAPI usage
is mostly logged for traffic monitoring and troubleshooting. Even though
they contain invaluable information regarding consumers’ behavior, they
are not sufficiently used by providers. In this paper, we first consider two
phases of the application development lifecycle, and based on them we
distinguish two different types of usage logs, namely development logs
and production logs. For each of them we show the potential analyses
(e.g., WAPI usability evaluation) that can be performed, as well as the
main impediments, that may be caused by the unsuitable log format.
We then conduct a case study using logs of the same WAPI from dif-
ferent deployments and different formats, to demonstrate the occurrence
of these impediments and at the same time the importance of a proper
log format. Next, based on the case study results, we present the main
quality issues of WAPI logs and explain their impact on data analyses.
For each of them, we give some practical suggestions on how to deal with
them, as well as mitigating their root cause.
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1 Introduction

An increasing number of organizations and institutions are exposing their data
and services by means of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). Different
from statically linked APIs, which are accessed locally by consumers, web APIs
(WAPIs) are exposed, thus accessed, through the network, using standard web
protocols [3]. As the interaction between WAPIs and their consumers is done
typically through the Internet, both parts end up loosely connected.

This loosely coupled connection becomes eventually challenging, mostly dur-
ing WAPI evolution, when as a boomerang effect, consumers end up strongly
tight to WAPIs [1]. If providers release a new version and decide to discontinue
the former ones, consumers are obliged to upgrade their applications to the new
version and adapt them to the changes. Consequently, WAPIs end up driving
the evolution of their consumers’ application [6], [7]. Knowing the considerable
impact WAPIs have on their consumers, providers would benefit from their feed-
back to understand their needs and problems when using the WAPI [4].
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Currently, API providers face a lot of difficulties in collecting and analyz-
ing consumers’ feedback from several sources, e.g., bug reports, issue tracking
systems, online forums [5]. Furthermore, feedback collection and analysis turns
out to be expensive in terms of time, thus difficult to scale. Actually, in the
WAPI case, this feedback can be gathered in a more centralized way. While be-
ing accessed through the network poses some challenges for consumers, it enables
providers to monitor the usage of their WAPIs, by logging every request that
consumers make to them (see Fig. 1). WAPI logs, besides coming from a trust-
worthy source of information, can be gathered in a straightforward, inexpensive
way, and completely transparent to the WAPI consumers.
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Fig. 1. The interaction between consumers, providers and WAPIs

This paper is building upon our previous work [2], where we measured the
usability of WAPIs by analyzing their usage logs generated during the devel-
opment phase of consumers’ applications. Based on the challenges faced while
working with WAPI usage logs, and the surprising lack of attention this topic
(i.e., WAPI usage logs analysis) had gained, we saw convenient to summarize
our experience and research in the field, into a set of practical suggestions to
enhance the logging of WAPI usage for more specialised analyses. The extended
version of this work is available in [11].

2 The potential of WAPI usage logs

Providers typically log their WAPIs’ usage by recording all requests done against
the WAPIs. As applications are their actual consumers, we should consider the
different ways they consume WAPIs over their own lifecycle. Basically, appli-
cations interact with the WAPIs during design time and runtime, over both of
which they manifest different aspects of their behavior. Following on from this,
we distinguish two types of logs: (i) development logs, and (ii) production logs.

Development logs are generated at design time, while developers build and
test their applications. Thus, these logs show their attempts in using the WAPI,
the endpoints they struggle more with, specific mistakes they do while using
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and learning the WAPI, etc. [2], [10]. By analyzing these logs, providers may
evaluate the usability of their WAPI from the consumers’ perspective. On the
other hand, production logs are generated during applications runtime, while
application are being used by end users. WAPI requests are predetermined by
the implemented functionalities of the applications, containing real and solid
WAPI usage scenarios and the right order in which developers make the requests
to WAPI. By analyzing these logs, providers may identify consumers’ needs for
new features, and implement the corresponding endpoints.

Even though both types of logs provide useful information about WAPI con-
sumption and perception from consumers, preparing and analyzing them is ar-
duous. First, it is not always trivial distinguishing these logs from each other, as
they often are stored together in the same files. Secondly, consumers’ applications
design and the way users interact with them will be manifested in the produc-
tion logs, obfuscating the inference of the real WAPI usage patterns. Finally, as
providers store these logs typically for traffic monitoring, they do not consider
the requirements that specific analyses may have. Thus, unawarely, they may
neglect the importance of the log format, and even leave out crucial information
for consumers’ identification, adversely affecting not only the analysis results,
but also the logs pre-processing.

3 How does the logs format affect the pre-processing?

The pre-processing phase typically consists of four main steps: (i) data fusion,
(ii) data cleaning, (iii) data structuring, and (iv) data generalization [8], [2]. In
this section we will cover two challenges from WAPI logs pre-processing, namely
field extraction from data cleaning phase, and session identification from data
structuring, as the two challenges of pre-processing that are directly affected by
the log format and the way the usage is being logged (Figure 2).

Field extraction Session Identification

Raw log file Extracted fields Identified sessions

Fig. 2. Field extraction and session identification

Field extraction. Usage logs are stored in text files, where each log entry
(line) contains several fields. Field extraction consists exactly in the separation of
the log entries into fields. It is typically performed before data cleaning, so that
log entries can be filtered based on the value of their specific fields (e.g., request
method, request body). There are several ways to parse log files information,
including regular expressions, predefined parsers, custom grok parsers (pattern
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matching syntax used by ElasticSearch). Providers should decide on a log format
that can be easily parsed, in order to enable a simple querying of fields value.

Session identification. This challenge (often called sessioning), refers to
grouping together into the same session, all the log entries (i.e., requests) coming
from each user during the time frame of a visit. Most of the WAPIs are stateless,
meaning that the server does not store the state, thus no sessions are generated.
Session identifiers must be inferred from other available information in the logs,
applying sessioning heuristics (i.e., methods for constructing sessions based on
assumptions about users’ behavior or the site/application characteristics). Two
of the most applied methods are (i) time-based heuristics, which construct the
sessions based on the duration of a user’s visit on one page (i.e., page-stay heuris-
tic) or the entire visit to the application, and (ii) navigation-based heuristics,
which construct the sessions based on the assumption on how the applications’
pages are linked [9]. As both of them are built under the hypothesis of an already
launched application, they apply only to the production logs.

4 Case study

We perform field extraction and session identification to demonstrate the impor-
tance of specific fields of the log format, and the impact their lack may cause to
both of these challenges. We conduct a case study using production logs from
two instances of the District Health Information Software 2 (DHIS2) WAPI1,
namely World Health Organization (WHO) Integrated Data Platform2 (WIDP),
and Médecins Sans Fontières (MSF). Being deployed and used independently, the
logs coming from them have different formats (Table 1).

Table 1. Log formats of the two DHIS2’s deployments under study

Deployment
Client IP
address

Timestamp
granularity

Duration Request
Status
Code

Object
Size

Referer
User

Agent

MSF 7 Second 3 3 3 3 3 3

WIDP 3 Millisecond 3 3 3 3 7 3

1. Field extraction. We perform field extraction by using regular expressions in
JAVA. Request body, referer and user-agent, are the parts that generate more
errors while parsing, as they may include spaces and special characters, some-
times used to separate the fields. We have to perform some extra manual work
to handle the errors, like splitting these fields into several parts, and then joining
them, without cluttering parts of different fields.

2. Session identification. We apply the page-stay heuristic and the navigation
one combined with time constraint, using timeout thresholds 5 and 15 minutes
for both of the methods. We perform the experiments on log data from MSF,
since the log format contains information about the referer (Table 1), required
in navigation-based method. The results of the analysis are shown in Table 2.

1 https://www.dhis2.org/about
2 http://mss4ntd.essi.upc.edu/wiki/index.php?title=WHO_Integrated_Data_

Platform_(WIDP)

http://mss4ntd.essi.upc.edu/wiki/index.php?title=WHO_Integrated_Data_Platform_(WIDP)
http://mss4ntd.essi.upc.edu/wiki/index.php?title=WHO_Integrated_Data_Platform_(WIDP)
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Table 2. Statistics for the defined sessions

Heuristic No. of sessions Avg. duration Avg. size

time 5 min 15,804 110 sec 63

time 15 min 15,937 127 sec 63

time 5 min, navigation 8,233 266 sec 122

time 15 min, navigation 6,586 413 sec 152

As seen from Table 2, the metrics from the navigation method (two last rows)
are significantly different from the ones when only the time heuristic was used
(two first rows). After using the referer information, for the same logs we have
less number of sessions, but larger ones in terms of number of requests and session
total duration. This means that, when using only the time heuristic, we are over-
splitting the sessions, thus potentially loosing sequences of requests. Besides this,
the new sessions created, likely contain mixed requests from different users and
different applications, thus possibly creating fake sequences of requests.

Assessment. The performance of the heuristics could be evaluated by com-
paring the constructed sessions with the real ones. As in WAPI usage logs we
cannot have the real sessions, we compare the reconstructed sessions of logs
from MSF and WIDP (using client IP and timeout 15 minutes), in the context
of four specific applications. For each application, we extract the distinct re-
quests assigned on both instances (Table 3). We saw that when using only the
time heuristic in MSF, even though the sessions are in average shorter in terms
of number of requests (Table 2), too many distinct and different requests are
assigned to each application. The same happen with WIDP, whose logs do not
have information about the referer. For each application we explore in detail the
distinct requests assigned to them, for all the sessions. We saw that there were
WAPI requests, that even though not related to the applications, were assigned
to them because of the missing information in the logs.

Table 3. WAPI requests assigned to four applications installed in MSF and WIDP

Application MSF (time) MSF (time, navigation) WIPD (time)

dhis-web-event-capture 106 28 177

dhis-web-event-reports 139 25 118

dhis-web-tracker-capture 202 48 124

HMIS-Dictionary 136 31 57

5 Common WAPI logs issues

In this section, deriving from the case study, we introduce the main WAPI usage
logs quality issues, that are responsible for the problems surged during field
extraction and session identification.

1. Field extraction
– Fields’ separators part of the fields’ body. When the fields themselves contain

in their body the characters used as separators (e.g., comma, semicolon, space),
field extraction becomes difficult to automate. To overcome this challenge, it is
recommended to double-quote the fields that might have special characters.
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2. Session identification

– Insufficient fields. As WAPI logs are usually not stored to analyze consumers’
behavior, they often suffer from missing crucial fields for the application of sev-
eral analysis. To strike a balance between not leaving out important fields, and
not logging too many ones, providers should decide beforehand on the analyses
they will perform on the usage data.

– Missing applications’ identifiers. Applications’ identifiers are unique identifiers
that providers generate for their consumers, to track their usage. The lack of
these identifiers may affect the evaluation and the prioritization of the found us-
age patterns. Additionally, to differentiate between development and production
logs, providers should generate different identifiers for each of the phases.

– Hidden client IP address. If the consumers are using proxy servers, the IP address
that appears in the logs will not be of the original user, resulting in different
users under the same IP address. Thus, providers should not rely on this field for
users and sessions’ identification. Instead they should include other fields (e.g.,
referer, user agent), that will help them in better structuring the logs.

– Timestamp granularity. The WAPI requests are partially ordered in the usage
file: a log entry printed after another one, may have been submitted earlier. If
the timestamps are not logged precisely enough, the log entries may appear with
the same timestamp. To be able to order them in an exact chronological way,
providers should log the timestamp with high precision (e.g., milliseconds).

We have summarized in Table 4, the mitigation suggestions, based on the
main problem they aim to solve.

Table 4. Issues’ mitigation for a better WAPI usage logging

WAPI usage log issue Mitigation

Field extraction Use a machine parse-able format for logs

Session Identification

Provide application identifiers
Provide different application identifiers for development phase

Log the referer, user agent
Log the timestamp in high precision

6 Conclusion and future work

Our results indicate that WAPI logs contain invaluable information about con-
sumers’ behavior, which comes at the cost of the logs tedious pre-processing.
WAPI logs suffer from several issues, that should be properly mitigated, to be
further analyzed. While some of these issues are related to the nature of the
communication between WAPI and its consumers, others may occur because of
improper logging. Furthermore, there are many demanding analyses, whose re-
quirements should drive providers in the way they log the usage of their WAPIs.

As a future work, we plan to perform the proposed analyses on the WAPI
usage logs, applying first the suggestions in mitigating the existing quality issues.
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